Brought into the world by a close cooperation between Farr Yacht Design (FYD) and Premier Composite Technologies (PCT) in 2011, the Farr 400 is a no-holds-barred one-design 40ft-ish offshore racing machine; one-design and yet a box rule boat, but of a different kind. The Farr 400 fits in a box, or more precisely on a 40ft flat-rack container for low cost international transport. But what about the mast I hear you ask. Hmmm??

Introduced to SOL by SOL polar maestro psail in 2017, the Farr 400 is a welcome further addition to our strong fleet of 40 footers, providing an interesting alternative to the SOTO’s, Ker’s and other 40 footer polars in the boathouse.

See the link below for the Farr 400’s racing record on SOL.